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The Contra Costa County Health Department has ordered individuals in Contra Costa County
to “shelter in place”. The California Department of Public Health issued its “Mass Gatherings
Guidance on Novel Coronavirus or COVID-19” followed by a recommendation that certain
gatherings in California be postponed or canceled. The Governor of the State of California
issued Executive Order N-25-20 which, among other things, orders that all California residents
are to “. . . heed any orders and guidance of state and local public health officials, including but
not limited to the imposition of social distancing measures, to control the spread of COVID-19”
and pursuant to Executive Order N-33-20 has ordered all individuals in California to stay home
or at their place of residence with very limited exceptions. That means residents must obey
State, County, and City of Concord rules and guidelines.
City of Concord Rules: The City of Concord has declared a local state of emergency due to
COVID-19 and is closed to the public. This Committee meeting is an essential event; therefore,
it has not been cancelled. However, City of Concord officials and staff will conduct this
meeting telephonically or otherwise electronically. The City will not make available any
physical location from which members of the public may observe the meeting and offer public
comment. Instead, members of the public may observe and address the meeting remotely.
Below is information on how to do that.
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Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:
https://cityofconcord.zoom.us/j/99201677947?pwd=SDlBL1BtSjJJa3lpSUQyVFdCa0liUT09

Webinar ID: 992 0167 7947
Passcode: 677017
By phone: US: +1 669 900 6833
Under California law, public comments at special meetings are limited to subjects on
the agenda only. Therefore, public comment will only be taken prior to Council’s
consideration of each item.

How to Submit Public Comments:
Written: All comments received before 3:00 pm the day of the meeting will be posted on the City’s
website as “Correspondence” under the agenda item and provided to the City Council prior to the
meeting.



Email comments to cityclerk@cityofconcord.org.
Please identify the agenda item number and letter.

To Participate in Public Comment During the Meeting:
Live Remote Public Comments: Members of the public may submit a live remote public
comment via Zoom video conferencing. Download the Zoom mobile app from the Apple
Appstore or Google Play. If you are using a desktop computer, you can test your connection to
Zoom by clicking here. Zoom also allows you to join the meeting by phone.






From a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android:
 Webinar ID: 992 0167 7947
 Passcode: 677017
 By phone: US: +1 669 900 6833
Speakers will be asked to provide their name and city of residence, although providing
this is not required for participation.
Each speaker will be afforded up to 3 minutes to speak.
Speakers will be muted until their opportunity to provide public comment.

When the Chair opens a public comment period on the item on which you would like to
comment, please use the “raise hand” feature (or press *9 if connecting via telephone) which
will alert staff that you have a comment to provide.
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Meeting of the
Policy Development and Internal Operations
1.

ROLL CALL

2.

REPORTS
The public is entitled to address the Committee on items appearing on the agenda before or during the
Committee’s consideration of that item. Each speaker will be limited to approximately three minutes.
Please see “How to Submit Public Comments” above.

a.

3.

Considering – a referral from the City Council on a "Hero's Pay" Ordinance,
which is a local ordinance that could mandate hourly hazard pay to grocery
store workers. Report by Guy Bjerke, Director, Economic Development and
Base Reuse.
ADJOURNMENT

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
There is a 90-day limit for the filing of a challenge in the Superior Court to certain City administrative
decisions and orders which require a hearing by law, the receipt of evidence, and the exercise of
discretion. The 90-day limit begins on the date the decision is final (Code of Civil Procedure §1094.6).
Further, if you challenge an action taken by the City Council in court, you may be limited by California
law to raising only those issues you or someone else raised in the hearing or in a written
correspondence delivered to the City Council prior to or at the hearing.
In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and California Law, it is the policy of the City of
Concord to offer its public programs, services and meetings in a manner that is readily accessible to
everyone, including those with disabilities. If you are disabled and require a copy of a public hearing
notice, or an agenda and/or agenda packet in an appropriate alternative format; or if you require other
accommodation, please contact the ADA Coordinator Tianjun Cao at (925) 671-3243 or
Tianjun.cao@cityofconcord.org, at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting. Advance notification
within this guideline will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility.
Distribution:

City Council
Valerie Barone, City Manager
Susanne Brown, City Attorney
Justin Ezell, Director of Public Works
Joelle Fockler, City Clerk
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2.a

Staff Report
Date:

March 2, 2021

To:

Council Committee on Policy Development and Internal Operations

From:

Valerie J. Barone, City Manager

Prepared by:

Guy Bjerke, Director – Economic Development and Base Reuse
Guy.bjerke@cityofconcord.org
(925) 671-3076

Subject:

Considering a referral from the City Council on a "Hero’s Pay"
Ordinance, which is a local ordinance that could mandate
hourly hazard pay to grocery store workers.

Report in Brief
The City Council has asked the Policy Development and Internal Operations (PD&IO)
committee to review and determine whether to recommend the adoption of a local
ordinance mandating hourly hazard pay to grocery store workers.
This report provides background information, key policy questions to be addressed in
any proposed ordinance, and seeks direction from the Policy Development and Internal
Operations (PD&IO) committee on recommended next steps in considering such an
ordinance.
Recommended Action
Review the information provided in this staff report, consider public comments, and
provide direction to City staff.
Background
The City Council referred the proposal of mandating hourly hazard pay to grocery store
workers to the PD&IO committee at their February 2, 2021 meeting.
The PD&IO committee met on February 12, 2021 and reviewed the referral of the
matter from the City Council and took public comment. The committee was informed
that the City Attorney’s office determined that such an ordinance can be adopted by a
General Law city. The committee determined they did not have enough information to
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make a recommendation to the full Council; asking staff to return with additional
information and a summary of what other jurisdictions have adopted.
Analysis
The City Attorney has determined that a proposed ordinance mandating hourly hazard
pay to grocery store workers can be adopted by the City of Concord. There is also a
high likelihood the City will be sued by those opposed to such an ordinance.
Grocers in Concord
A list of Concord businesses considered Grocery Stores by business license
classification is found in Attachment 1. The highlighted entries in the list have the
highest annual gross receipts ranging from approximately $45 million to $6 million. The
remainder of the list have annual gross receipts of $1 million or less. Costco is
considered a department store by City business licensing.
Policy Considerations
A threshold determination the City needs to address is whether adopting an ordinance
mandating increased pay for grocery workers because of their role as “essential
workers” is too targeted, and unfair to other “essential workers” in other private and
public industry sectors.
If PD&IO decides to proceed, the ultimate ordinance, in order to hopefully withstand
legal challenges, would need to address the following issues:
● Strong findings regarding the need for the legislation (including that employers in
the City are no longer providing bonuses or increased pay)
● Findings regarding any data available to the City regarding rates of contracting
COVID-19 at supermarkets
● Citations to studies demonstrating that grocery store chains are reaping profits,
and are thus able to better withstand the legislation
● Factual findings that describe estimated numbers of people employed at grocery
stores in the City
● Description of the difference between grocery retailers and other retailers and
other essential workers that would not be subject to the ordinance
● Findings that the ordinance is necessary for public, health, safety, and welfare
● A provision that allows parties to collective bargaining agreements to opt out of
the ordinance’s wage increase requirements if they both agree
● If the ordinance applies to smaller retailers as well as larger retailers, the
ordinance should include a hardship process that allows retailers to demonstrate
that compliance with the ordinance would result in hardship, and thus, allow them
to be relieved of the ordinance’s requirements
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● A provision that would credit employers for any self-initiated hazard pay provided
to employees, similar to that in Oakland’s Hazard Pay Ordinance
● The definition of a limited duration that specifies a number of days that the
Hazard Pay Ordinance is effective
● Clear criteria regarding which entities the Ordinance impacts
● A private right of action as the enforcement mechanism (vs. City action)
● A severability clause so that if some aspects of the Hazard Pay Ordinance are
invalidated, the rest remain in place
Ordinance Elements
If PD&IO wants to propose the City pursue a Hero’s Pay Ordinance, staff would be
interested in hearing committee feedback on the following items that have been
included in other ordinances (see Attachment 2):
1. What businesses should the ordinance’s requirement apply to or cover?
a. Stores with floor area over XX,XXX square feet? (for example: 15,000 sf)
b. Stores with at least XXX employees nationwide? (for example: 300 or 500
and/or 15 or more employees per store locally)
c. All grocery employees or a subset?
d. Exempt small or local grocers, and how do we define small?
e. Should Pharmacies and their employees be included?
f. What other industries with essential works should be covered?
2. How much hazard pay should be mandated and what exemptions might be
included?
a. $2, $3, $4, or $5 per hour?
b. Credit for amount employers have voluntarily increased pay?
3. How long should the ordinance apply?
a. 120 days
b. 180 days
c. Until “yellow tier” under State Health Order?

Other Information
At the last PD&IO meeting the committee asked for additional information; especially
around the history of extra pay for grocery workers – when it was voluntarily offered,
ended, and other expenses grocery stores incurred during the pandemic to serve their
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customers. Staff contacted Safeway and their response is found in an email included
as Attachment 3.
Additionally, staff has included relevant information from a law firm representing the
United Food & Commercial Workers (UFCW) union as Attachment 4 and information
from the California Grocers’ Association (CGA) as Attachment 5.
Financial Impact
The high likelihood of litigation could result in legal costs that are unknown at this time.
Public Contact
The Agenda was posted. Additionally staff has made efforts to notify all grocery owners
that have stores in Concord, the Chamber of Commerce, UFCW, and CGA.
Attachments
1. List of Concord Grocery Stores
2. List of known elements of Adopted Hazard Pay Ordinances
3. Email information provided by Safeway
4. Information provided by United Food & Commercial Workers Union
5. Information provided by the California Grocers’ Association
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DBA
Safeway Stores, Inc. #1192
Safeway Stores, Inc. #955
Trader Joes #60
Trader Joes #83
Lucky #705
99 Ranch Market
Food Maxx #481
Food Maxx #418
365 By Whole Foods Market
Smart Foodservice Warehouse
D&T Market Inc
Las Montanas Supermarket
Concord Grocery Outlet
Bonfare Market #32
S & S Fast & Easy
Concord Han-kook Market
Super Tehran Market Inc
Afghan Market
Panjabi Bazaar
Fast And Easy Liquor
Prime Time Nutrition #573
Bonfare Market#28
Concord Han-kook Market
Mas Primos Market
Mera Khana
Food Source Arbat LLC
Concord Craft
Cedar Market & Bakery
Oriental Food Market
S. T. & T.
One 99
Costco Wholesale?

Business name

Owner Name 1
Denningham, Wayne
Denningham, Wayne
Bane, Dan
Bane, Dan
Save Mart Supermarkets
Pesco, Nicole
Welcome Market Inc
Chen, Ho Yuan
Save Mart Supermarkets
McGarry, Christopher
Savemart Supermarkets
Junquiero, Steven
Whole Foods Market California Whole Foods Market California
Cash & Carry Stores LLC
Cash & Carry Stores LLC
Clayton Valley Grocery Outlet Smith, Darrell
Manuel Gomez Corporation
Gomez, Manuel
Concord Grocery Outlet
Sharma, Rakivash
Ramana, Inc
Ramana, Inc
S & S Fast & Easy
Concord Korean Market Inc
Yi, Jin Hee
Rouhani, Ellie
Afghan Market
Tamim, Mojaddidi Mohammad
Ark, Jasvir
Asad/Dilshad Mohammadali
Mohammadali, Asad A
Nutrition Fundamental
Castaneda, Manuel
Bonfare Market#28
Yi, Jin Hee &Kwang
Saleh, Kayed M
Brilsam Inc.
Boustani Banga, Sana
Food Source Arbat LLC
Concord Craft
Gowani, Mansoor
Dennawi, Samir
Gaerlan, Sherrie
Tomasz, Szarmach
Ivanov, Iouri
Costco

Bus address
EE Count
4309 CLAYTON RD
~136-140
2600 WILLOW PASS RD
~125-130
1150 CONCORD AVE 200
~80
785 OAK GROVE RD
~90-100
5190 CLAYTON RD
~90
1795 WILLOW PASS RD
83
1751 MONUMENT BLVD
?
4505 CLAYTON RD
?
2085 DIAMOND BLVD Ste 125
~85-92
2050 MONUMENT BLVD
~10
5410 YGNACIO VALLEY RD
29
2691 MONUMENT BLVD A
?
1840 WILLOW PASS RD
21
3598 WILLOW PASS RD
3200 WILLOW PASS RD
1450 MONUMENT BLVD C
1112 MEADOW LN
1500 MONUMENT BLVD F12
1810 SALVIO ST
3200 WILLOW PASS RD
1955 MONUMENT BLVD # 4F
2800 GRANT ST
1450 MONUMENT BLVD D
1301 GALINDO ST
4743 Clayton RD # 5
4375 Clayton RD # H
1701 FARM BUREAU RD
3509 CLAYTON RD
3428 CLAYTON RD
1984 MONUMENT BLVD
2718 RICHARD AVE
2400 MONUMENT BLVD
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Adopted Hazard Pay Ordinances

Entity
Bay Area
Berkeley

Status

Term

Key Features

Applies To

Excludes

Lawsuit

>Passed 2/23/21

120 days or until return > $5 per hour extra
to yellow tier
> Similar to Long Beach and Los Angeles

> Grocery stores with total floor area over 25,000 sf, sell 25
linear feet of food, and are publicly traded or have at least 300
employees nationwide
> Won't apply to managerial staff or stores that already have
hazard pay.

Oakland

Passed 2/3/21

Effective until "yellow"
tier under State Health
Orders

> $5 per hour extra
> Employer record keeping
> No retaliation
> Notices in multiple languages
> Enforcement by Department of Workplace and Employment
Standards
> Credit for employers who have voluntarily increased pay

> Grocery stores (i.e. retail or wholesale store over 25,000 sf
that primarily sells household foodstuffs for offsite
consumption) with over 500 employees and over 15,000 sf
primarily engaged in retailing groceries for offsite
consumption
> Franchisees associated with franchisor/network over 500
employees regardless of location
> All grocery employees

San Jose

Passed 2/9/21

120 days

> $3 per hour extra
> Private right of action
> Credit for employers who have voluntarily increased pay

> Grocery stores (i.e. sell meats, poultry, dairy products, fresh Small and local
fruits and vegetables) with at least 300 employees nationwide businesses

San Leandro

Passed 2/16/21

120 days or until state
and county health
orders ease

> $5 per hour

> Full-time and part-time employees
> Retail food establishment that employs 300 or more
employees nationwide regardless of where those employees
are employed including but not limited to chains, integrated
enterprises, or franchises associated with a franchisor or
network of franchises.
> Establishments over 15,000 sf in size that sells primarily
household foodstuffs for offite consumption.
> Over 85,000 sf and with 10% of its sales floor area dedicated
to sale of non-taxable merchandise.
> Drug retail stores that sells a variety of prescription and non
prescription medicine and misc items.

Santa Clara County (SCC)

Passed 2/23/21

180 days

> $5 per hour

> Restricted to stores in unincorporated areas of the county.
> Grocery stores and pharmacies with more than 300
employees nationwide and at least 15 employees in
unincorporated areas of the county.

California
Coachella

Passed 2/10/21

120 Days

>$4 per hour

> Employ 300 or more workers nationally and more than 5
employees in the city.
> Farmworkers
> Grocery stores, retail pharmacy stores, and restaurants.

Irvine

Passed 2/9/21

120 days

> $4 per hour extra
> Employer record keeping
> No retaliation
> Private right of enforcement
> Notices in multiple languages

> Grocery stores (i.e. 70% of floor sales devoted to food or 70%
of revenue from food) with more than 85,000 square feet and
devoting 10% or more of its sales floor area to the sale of nontaxable merchandise
> Retail pharmacy that sells a variety of medicines, as well as a
combination of miscellaneous items
(2/11: news story on 2/10 lists different criteria)

California Grocer's Association

California Grocer's Association
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Entity
Long Beach

Status
Passed 1/19/21

Term
120 days

Key Features
> $4 per hour extra
> Employer record keeping
> No retaliation
> Notices in multiple languages
> Fines and penalties
> Private right of enforcement

Applies To
Excludes
> Grocery stores (i.e. 70% of business devoted to retailing
food products) with 300 or more employees nationally and 15
per grocery store in Long Beach

Lawsuit
California Grocer's Association

Los Angeles

Passed 2/2/21

Effective until "yellow"
tier under State Health
Orders

> $5 extra per hour

> Grocery stores (i.e. retail stores with 85,000 or more sf and
10% sales floor dedicated to grocery or drug retail) with 300
or more employees nationally and 10 or more employees
onsite

Montebello

Passed 1/27/21

180 days

$4 per hour

> Publicly traded or have at least 300 employees nationwide
and more than 15 employees per grocery or drug store
location in the city.

California Grocer's Association

West Hollywood

Passed 2/16/21

120 days

> $5 per hour pay raise

> Stores that rely on retailing food products for at least 70% of
their business.

California Grocer's Association

Outside of California
Seattle

Passed 1/25/21

Effective 3 years after
Seattle civil emergency
lifted

> $4 per hour extra
> Employer record keeping
> No retaliation
> Notices in multiple languages
> Enforcement by Office of Labor Standards (OLS) or private right of
action
> Fines and penalties capped at $5,565.10 per year per type of violation
plus $22,259.36 per year for retaliation
> Liquidated damages apply
> OLS may assess attorneys fees
> Business license may be revoked/denied

> Grocery businesses over 10,000 sf if primarily engaged in
retailing groceries for offsite consumption
> Retailers over 30,000 sf with 30% or more sales floor area
dedicated to groceries
> All grocery employees

Convenience stores,
food marts, farmers'
markets

Northwest Grocery Association
and the Washington Food
Industry Association
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Attachment 3
Hi Guy,
Thanks again for reaching out. As a follow-up, here’s some key highlights of our conversation.
We are not currently offering appreciation pay at this time because businesses large and small
across our operating areas have reopened and resumed operations. In 2020, while many states
and communities were in lockdown from March to June, the company spent nearly $300 million
in appreciation pay and extended sick pay for associates. As much of the country lifted
restrictions and businesses re-opened their doors, we thanked associates with a reward
payment following the final extension of the temporary $2-per-hour appreciation pay through
June 13, totaling nearly $40 million. In December, we paid another $45 million in hero pay to
our frontline teams. Albertsons Companies has invested $885 million on COVID-19 related costs
through its fiscal third quarter 2020 and expects it will have invested in excess of $1 billion of
COVID-19 related costs during its full fiscal year of 2020.
It’s important to note that hazard pay ordinances overlook what we have invested in PPE, social
distancing measures, health screening kiosks, quarantine pay, testing, contact tracing, and
unprecedented cleaning protocols. In addition, we also want municipalities to not lose focus on
the most important issue, getting vaccines in the arms of all frontline workers including grocery
workers. We are encouraging our associates to take the vaccine and educating them on how
important the vaccine is to protecting themselves and their loved ones. The Company intends
to offer the vaccine to every associate as soon as the vaccine is available to grocery workers in
their city or county. This is an area that we could use some assistance with the Contra Costa
County Health department.
To thank our associates for taking this important step to protect their health and wellness, we
are offering a $100 incentive to all associates who complete their COVID-19 vaccination.
Wendy Gutshall
Director, Public and Government Affairs
Safeway - Northern California Division
Office: (925)467-3523
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Attachment 4

San Francisco

February 2, 2021
595 Market Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94105
415.597.7200
Fax 415.597.7201

Steven L. Stemerman (CA, NV)
Richard G. McCracken (CA, NV)
W. David Holsberry (CA, NV)
John J. Davis (CA)
Kristin L. Martin (CA, NV, HI)
Eric B. Myers (CA, NV)
Paul L. More (CA, NV, MA)
Sarah Varela (CA, AZ, NV)
Sarah Grossman‐Swenson (CA, NV)
Kimberly Hancock (CA)
Kimberley C. Weber (CA, NV)
A. Mirella Nieto (CA)
Richard Treadwell (CA)
Kara Maddalena (CA)
Luke Dowling (CA)
Ivy Yan (CA)

Robert P. Cowell (1931‐1980)

Philip Paul Bowe (CA) (Ret.)
Barry S. Jellison (CA) (Ret.)

Las Vegas

Re: Grocery Worker Hazard Pay Ordinances
To Whom It May Concern,
Our law firm represents UFCW Local 324. Local 324 has asked us to
present our legal opinion on hazard pay ordinances that require large grocery
stores to pay front-line workers a wage premium to reflect the hazardous
conditions in which they work during the COVID-19 pandemic. Local 324 has
asked us for our opinion because we have litigated many of the major cases on
the constitutionality of municipal wage protections, including Livadas v.
Bradshaw, 512 U.S. 107 (1994); American Hotel & Lodging Association v. City
of Los Angeles, 834 F.3d 958 (9th Cir. 2016); RUI One Corp. v. City of
Berkeley, 371 F.3d 1137 (9th Cir. 2004); Fortuna Enterprises, L.P. v. City of
Los Angeles, 673 F. Supp. 2d 1000 (C.D. Cal. 2008); and Garcia v. Four Points
Sheraton LAX, 188 Cal. App. 4th 364 (2010).
Grocery worker hazard pay ordinances are fully consistent with the
municipal living-wage and other premium-pay ordinances that federal and
California courts have consistently upheld. They pose no constitutional
problems whatsoever.
Hazard pay ordinances require that large grocery stores, superstores, and
pharmacies pay their frontline workers an additional hourly wage premium—on
top of their base wages and benefits—to compensate workers for the hazards
that they face during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many grocery store chains and
pharmacies introduced hazard, or “hero,” pay at the beginning of the pandemic,
but phased out this premium pay in the Spring or Summer of 2020. So while
major grocery and pharmacy companies like Kroger, Albertsons, and Walgreens
have enjoyed substantial increases in revenues and profits during the pandemic,
front-like workers who face the most significant risk from COVID-19 have not
shared in this bounty.1 Long Beach, Seattle, and Santa Monica have already
passed hazard-pay ordinances, and San Jose, Berkeley, Santa Ana, Los

1630 Commerce Street, Suite A‐1
Las Vegas, NV 89102
702.386.5107
Fax 702.386.9848

1

See Molly Kinder, Laura Stateler and Julia Du, “Windfall profits and deadly
risks: How the biggest retail companies are compensating essential workers
during the COVID-19 pandemic” BROOKINGS INSTITUTE (November 2020), at
https://www.brookings.edu/essay/windfall-profits-and-deadly-risks/.
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Angeles, West Hollywood, Santa Clara, and San Mateo are considering them as well.
Shortly after the City of Long Beach passed its ordinance, the California Grocers
Association (“CGA”) filed a lawsuit in federal court, claiming that the ordinance is
unconstitutional. The federal judge assigned to the case has already denied CGA’s request to
enjoin the ordinance from going into effect. We are certain that the judge will dismiss the
lawsuit at the earliest opportunity.
CGA raises three legal theories in its lawsuit, all of which have been decisively rejected
by the Supreme Court and by lower federal and state courts.
Equal Protection
First, CGA claims that by targeting large grocery stores, the Long Beach ordinance
violates the constitutional Equal Protection Clause. But legislative classifications in economic
regulation like Long Beach’s ordinance are subject to highly deferential rational-basis review
under the Equal Protection Clause. Williamson v. Lee Optical of Oklahoma, Inc., 348 U.S. 483,
488–489 (1955); Hodel v. Indiana, 452 U.S. 314, 331–332 (1981); Levin v. Commerce Energy,
Inc., 560 U.S. 413, 426 (2010). Rational basis review is met if a court determines that there is
“any reasonably conceivable state of facts that could provide a rational basis for the
classification.” FCC v. Beach Commc’ns, Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 313 (1993).
The Long Beach ordinance’s application to large grocery stores easily passes rational
basis scrutiny. It targets businesses that employ workers deemed essential by California who
face particular risks of COVID-19 infection, but excludes smaller businesses that may be less
able to afford the mandated pay. Classifications targeting particular businesses like those in the
Long Beach ordinance are perfectly constitutional. See, e.g., International Franchise Ass’n, Inc.
v. City of Seattle, 803 F.3d 389, 407 (9th Cir. 2015) (upholding higher municipal minimum-wage
ordinance that applied to national franchises: “The district court properly cited the rational-basis
standard. . . . It is legitimate and rational for the City to set a minimum wage based on economic
factors, such as the ability of employers to pay those wages.”); RUI One Corp. v. City of
Berkeley, 371 F.3d 1137, 1154 (9th Cir. 2004) (upholding over equal-protection challenge a
municipal living-wage ordinance that applied only to a small number of businesses located in the
Berkeley Marina); California Grocers Assn. v. City of Los Angeles, 52 Cal.4th 177, 211 (2011)
(upholding municipal job retention requirement targeting large grocery stores in Los Angeles);
Associated Builders and Contractors of California Cooperation Committee, Inc. v. Becerra, 231
F.Supp.3d 810, 827 (S.D. Cal. 2017) (applying rational basis review to prevailing wage law
modification); Fortuna Enterprises, L.P. v. City of Los Angeles, 673 F. Supp. 2d 1000, 1013
(C.D. Cal. 2008) (upholding municipal minimum-wage law that applied only to hotels with more
than 50 rooms located near Los Angeles International Airport).
In its lawsuit, CGA has argued that the Long Beach ordinances violates its “fundamental
right” to contract with its employees on whatever basis it wants, including the wages that it will
pay them. It claims that the ordinance should therefore be reviewed under the “strict scrutiny”
test, which applies to the denial of fundamental rights like the right to speak, the right to be free
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of discrimination, and the right to vote. Of course, if this legal argument were correct, then the
government could never mandate minimum wages, overtime, rest breaks, or safety protections
that “interfered” with a private employer’s contract with its employees to provide something
inferior. That has not been the law for nearly 100 years, since the United States Supreme Court
upheld New Deal economic legislation and brought an end to the so-called Lochner era of
jurisprudence. West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379, 392-93 (1937) (upholding
Washington State minimum-wage law over equal protection challenged based on alleged
“fundamental right” to freedom of contract). CGA’s attempt to revive a legal theory that has
been dead since the 1930s and contradicts decades of intervening Supreme Court and federal
court precedent is bizarre and will not succeed.
Contracts Clause
CGA also argues that laws mandating that it pay an additional premium wage to grocery
workers violates the Contracts Clause in the U.S. Constitution. The Contracts Clause provides
that “[n]o state shall ... pass any ... Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts,” U.S. Const. art.
I, § 10, cl. 1, thereby “restrict[ing] the power of States to disrupt contractual arrangements.”
Sveen v. Melin, 138 S.Ct. 1815, 1821 (2018). But while this text is “facially absolute,” the
Supreme Court has long held that “its prohibition must be accommodated to the inherent police
power of the State ‘to safeguard the vital interests of its people.’ ” Energy Reserves Group, Inc.
v. Kan. Power & Light Co., 459 U.S. 400, 410 (1983) (quoting Home Bldg. & Loan Ass'n v.
Blaisdell, 290 U.S. 398, 434 (1934)).
Whether a regulation violates the Contract Clause is governed by a three-step inquiry:
“The threshold inquiry is ‘whether the state law has, in fact, operated as a substantial impairment
of a contractual relationship.’ ” Energy Reserves, 459 U.S. at 411 (quoting Allied Structural Steel
Co. v. Spannaus, 438 U.S. 234, 244 (1978)). If this threshold inquiry is met, the court must
inquire whether “the State, in justification, [has] a significant and legitimate public purpose
behind the regulation, such as the remedying of a broad and general social or economic
problem.” Energy Reserves, 459 U.S. at 411–12 (citation omitted). Finally, the court must
inquire “whether the adjustment of ‘the rights and responsibilities of contracting parties is based
upon reasonable conditions and is of a character appropriate to the public purpose justifying the
legislation’s adoption.’ ” Id. at 412–13 (quoting United States Trust Co. v. New Jersey, 431 U.S.
1, 22 (1977)).
The premium-pay mandated by the Long Beach ordinance does not “substantially
impair” any retailer’s employment contracts under the Contracts Clause. Even if the Ordinance
impaired grocery stores’ contractual ability to deny their workers hazard pay, any impairment
would not be “substantial” in light of the extensive regulation of employee wages that already
exist. Energy Reserves, 459 U.S. at 411 (“In determining the extent of the impairment, we are to
consider whether the industry the complaining party has entered has been regulated in the past.”).
For this reason, courts regularly reject Contracts Clause challenges to economic regulation of the
employment relationship. See RUI One, 371 F.3d at 1150 (upholding municipal living-wage
ordinance over Contracts Clause challenge); Olson v. California, No. CV1910956DMGRAOX,
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2020 WL 6439166, at *11 (C.D. Cal. Sept. 18, 2020) (rejecting contracts-clause challenge to
AB5’s classification of rideshare drivers as employees “[b]ecause ‘“[s]tates possess broad
authority under their police powers to regulate the employment relationship to protect workers
within the State[.]”’”) (internal citation omitted).
Businesses in California are already heavily regulated in the wages that they may pay,
through state and local minimum-wage laws, overtime laws, paid meal period requirements, and
sick pay requirements to name a few. No modern court has held that an employer may avoid a
statutory minimum- or premium-pay regulation by pointing to its private employment contracts.
Moreover, even if CGA could show that the hazard-pay ordinance “substantially
impaired” its employment contracts to pay something less, “[u]nless the State itself is a
contracting party, ‘as is customary in reviewing economic and social regulation, . . . courts
properly defer to legislative judgment as to the necessity and reasonableness of a particular
measure.’ ” Energy Reserves, 459 U.S. at 412–13 (quoting United States Trust Co., 431 U.S. at
22–23); Keystone Bituminous Coal Ass’n v. DeBenedictis, 480 U.S. 470, 506 (1987); RUI One
Corp., 371 F.3d at 1150 (upholding a municipal living wage ordinance that altered contractual
expectations because “[t]he power to regulate wages and employment conditions lies clearly
within a state’s or a municipality’s police power.”); Lyon v. Agusta S.P.A., 252 F.3d 1078, 1086
(9th Cir. 2001) (“[T]he Supreme Court has not blanched when settled economic expectations
were upset, as long as the legislature was pursuing a rational policy.”).
As with CGA’s equal protection challenge, Long Beach’s hazard-pay requirement meets
the rational-basis test that applies to economic regulation affecting purely private contracts.
Federal Labor Preemption
Finally, CGA argues in its lawsuit that the Long Beach ordinance is preempted by the
National Labor Relations Act because it allegedly conflicts with unionized grocery stores’
collective bargaining with unions over pay. This argument misunderstands the relationship
between federal labor law and substantive employment rights like those bestowed by hazard-pay
ordinances.
Under the Machinists doctrine of NLRA preemption, “[s]tates are . . . prohibited from
imposing additional restrictions on economic weapons of self-help, such as strikes and lockouts,
unless such restrictions presumably were contemplated by Congress.” Golden State Transit
Corp. v. City of Los Angeles, 475 U.S. 608, 614-615 (1986) (emphasis added, citations omitted).
The Supreme Court has repeatedly rejected the notion that state substantive employment
standards—like minimum wages, overtime, severance pay, and other wage premiums—violate
this doctrine because they give unionized workers something that they might otherwise have to
bargain for. The NLRA regulates the process of collective bargaining, not the substantive
outcomes of that bargaining. Both employers and unions come to the bargaining table against a
backdrop of state employment regulation, both favorable to employers (the at-will employment
presumption) and to workers (minimum-wage laws). Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v.
Massachusetts, 471 U.S. 724, 753-758 (1985) (“Minimum state labor standards affect union and
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nonunion employees equally, and neither encourage nor discourage the collective-bargaining
processes that are the subject of the NLRA. . . . Rather, they are minimum standards
‘independent of the collective-bargaining process [that] devolve on [employees] as individual
workers, not as members of a collective organization.’”); Fort Halifax Packing Co. v. Coyne,
482 U.S. 1, 21 (1987) (fact “that a state statute pertains to matters over which the parties are free
to bargain cannot support a claim of pre-emption”). State and local substantive employment
standards do not interfere with collective bargaining and are not preempted.
Based on this Supreme Court precedent, federal courts have repeatedly rejected claims
that the NLRA preempts minimum-wage laws and other employment standards. American Hotel
& Lodging Association v. City of Los Angeles, 834 F.3d 958, 965 (9th Cir. 2016) (“It is no
surprise, then, that ‘state minimum benefit protections have repeatedly survived Machinists
preemption challenges,’ because they do not alter the process of collective bargaining”);
Associated Builders & Contractors of So. Calif. v. Nunn, 356 F.3d 979, 990 (9th Cir. 2004)
(minimum wages and benefits for state-registered apprentices on public and private construction
projects not preempted; “‘state minimum benefit protections have repeatedly survived
Machinists preemption challenges’”); National Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. Bradshaw, 70 F.3d 69,
71 (9th Cir. 1995) (state overtime protection that applied in broadcast industry not preempted
under Machinists); Viceroy Gold Corp. v. Aubry, 75 F.3d 482, 489 (9th Cir. 1996) (overtime
regulation that applied only to miners was not preempted); Fortuna Enters., 673 F.Supp.2d at
1006-12 (living-wage law not preempted under Machinists).
CGA’s constitutional claims against the Long Beach ordinance are baseless and will soon
be dismissed. The fact that this employer association filed a meritless lawsuit should not be a
reason to delay providing grocery workers fair compensation for the risks they are taking on our
behalf.

Sincerely,

Paul L. More
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Executive Summary
Hazard-pay mandates passed in the City of Long Beach and under consideration in the City of Los
Angeles and in other local jurisdictions would raise pay for grocery workers by as much as $5.00 per
hour. Since the average pay for grocery workers in California is currently about $18.00 per hour, a
$5.00 increase would raise store labor costs by 28 percent, and have major negative impacts on
grocery stores, their employees and their customers. Specifically:
•

Average profit margins in the grocery industry were 1.4% in 2019, with a significant number
of stores operating with net losses. While profits increased temporarily to 2.2% during early
to mid 2020, quarterly data indicates that profit margins were subsiding to historical levels as
2020 drew to a close.

•

Wage-related labor expenses account for about 16 percent of total sales in the grocery
industry. As a result, a 28 percent increase in wages would boost overall costs 4.5 percent
under the City of Los Angeles proposal of $5.00 per hour. This increase would be twice the size
of the 2020 industry profit margin and three times historical grocery profit margins.

•

In order to survive such an increase, grocers would need to raise prices to consumers and/or
find substantial offsetting cuts to their controllable operating expenses, which would mean
workforce reductions. As an illustration of the potential magnitude of each of these impacts,
we considered two extremes:
1) All of the higher wage costs (assuming the $5.00/hour proposal) are passed through to
consumers in the form of higher retail prices:
•

This would result in a $400 per year increase in grocery costs for a typical family of
four, an increase of 4.5 percent.

•

If implemented in the City of Los Angeles, its residents would pay $450 million more
for groceries over a year.

•

The increase would hit low- and moderate-income families hard, particularly those
struggling with job losses and income reductions due to COVID-19.

•

If implemented statewide, additional grocery costs would be $4.5 billion per year in
California.

2) Retail prices to consumers are not raised and all the additional costs are offset through a
reduction in store expenses:
•

Given that labor costs are by far the largest controllable expense for stores, it is
highly likely that the wage mandates will translate into fewer store hours, fewer
employee hours, and fewer jobs.
Ø For a store with 50 full-time equivalent employees, it would take a reduction of
11 employees to offset the increased wage costs, or a 22% decrease in staff.
Ø If the mandate were imposed statewide at $5.00 per hour, the job loss would be
66,000 workers.
4
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Ø If imposed in the City of Los Angeles, the job loss would be 7,000 workers.
Ø And in the City of Long Beach, the job impact of its $4.00 per hour mandate
would be 775 jobs.
Ø Stores could alternatively avoid job reductions by cutting hours worked by 22
percent.
•

For the significant share of stores already operating with net losses, a massive
government-mandated wage increase would likely result in store closures, thereby
expanding the number of “food deserts” (i.e. communities with no fresh-food options).
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Introduction
The Long Beach City Council has passed an ordinance that mandates grocers to provide a $4.00 per
hour pay increase – “hazard pay” – to grocery workers. The mandate expires in 120 days. Two
members of the Los Angeles City have introduced a similar measure for a $5.00 per hour increase
for companies that employ more than 300 workers nationwide. Grocery workers in California
currently earn about $18.00 per hour.1 Therefore, the Los Angeles proposal would increase average
hourly pay to $23.00 per hour, an increase of 28 percent. Several other cities in California have
discussed $5.00/hour proposals similar to Los Angeles.
This report focuses on the impact of hazard pay mandates on grocery store profitability and on the
sustainability of an industry with traditionally low profit margins. It also assesses the potential
impact of the proposed wage increases on consumers, especially lower-income consumers (a cohort
already hit hard by the COVID lockdowns and business closures).

Background — Grocery is a Low-Margin, High-Labor Cost Business
The grocery business is a high-volume, low-margin industry. According to an annual database of
public companies maintained by Professor Damodaran of New York University (NYU),2 net profit
margins as a percent of sales in the grocery industry are among the lowest of any major sector of the
economy. Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and Amortization (EBITDA) averaged 4.6
percent of sales in 2019, and the net profit margin (which accounts for other unavoidable expenses
such as rent and depreciation) was just 1.4 percent during the year. This compares to the nonfinancial, economy-wide average of 16.6 percent for EBITDA and 6.4 percent for the net profit
margin. The NYU estimate for public companies in the grocery industry is similar to the 1.1 percent
margin reported by the Independent Grocers Association for the same year.3

COVID-19 temporarily boosted profits
In the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, sales and profit margins spiked as people stocked up on
household items and shifted spending from eating establishments to food at home. According to data
compiled by NYU, net profit margins in the grocery industry increased to 2.2 percent in early to mid
2020.4 Although representing a substantial year-to-year increase in profits, the 2.2 percent margin
remains quite small relative to most other industries. This implies that even with the historically high
rates of profits in 2020, there is little financial room to absorb a major wage increase.

$18.00 per hour is consistent with the responses we received to our informal survey. It is also consistent with published
contract agreements we reviewed. See, for example, the “Retail Food, Meat, Bakery, Candy and General Merchandise
Agreement, March 4, 2019 - March 6, 2022 between UFCW Union Locals 135, 324, 770,1167,1428,1442 & 8 - GS and Ralphs
Grocery Company.” In this contract, hourly pay rates starting March 2, 2021 for food clerks range from $14.40 per hour (for
first 1,000 hours) up to $22.00 per hour (for workers with more than 9,800 hours), The department head is paid $23.00 per
hour. Meat cutter pay rates range from $14.20 (for the first six months) to $23.28 per hour (for those with more than 2 years
on the job). The department manager is paid $24.78 per hour. https://ufcw770.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/RalphsContract-2020.pdf
2
Source: Professor Aswath Damodaran, Stern School of Business, New York University.
http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/
3
Source: “2020 Independent Grocer Financial Survey.” Sponsored by the National Grocer’s Association and FMS Solutions
Holding, LLC
4
Supra 2.
1
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But the increases are subsiding
Moreover, quarterly data indicates that the sales and profit increases experienced in early 2020
were transitory and were settling back toward pre-COVID trends as 2020 drew to a close. This
quarterly trend is evident in quarterly financial reports filed by California’s two largest publicly
traded companies in the grocery business: The Kroger Company (which includes Ralphs, Food for
Less, and Fred Meyers, among others) and Albertsons (which includes Safeway, Albertsons, and
Vons, among others). Figure 1 shows that the average profit margin for these two companies was
3.6 percent of sales in the Spring of 2020, declining to 1.9 percent by the fourth quarter of the year.5
Monthly sales data contained in the 2020 Independent Grocer’s Financial Survey showed a similar
pattern, with year-over-year sales peaking at 68 percent in mid-March 2020, but then subsiding to
12 percent as of the first three weeks of June (the latest period covered by the survey).6

Figure 1
Combined Net Profit Margins During 2020
Albertsons and The Kroger Companies
4.0%

Net Profit Margin Before Tax

3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
Spring 2020

Summer 2020

Fall 2020

While grocers continued to benefit from higher food and related sales during the second half of
2020, they also faced higher wholesale costs for food and housing supplies, as well as considerable
new COVID-19 related expenses. These include expenses for paid leave and overtime needed to
cover shifts of workers affected by COVID-19, both those that contracted the virus and (primarily)
those that were exposed and needed to quarantine. Other COVID-19 costs include those for intense
in-store cleaning, masks for employees, new plastic barriers at check-outs and service counters, and
additional staffing and capital costs for scaling up of e-commerce, curbside and home delivery.

In their SEC 10-Q quarterly report for the four-month period ending in June 2020, Albertsons reported that consolidated
sales were up 21.4 percent from the same period of 2019 and before-tax profits were 3.5 percent of total sales. In the
three-month period ending in mid-September, the company reported year-over-year sales growth of 11.2 percent and
before-tax profits equal to 2.5 percent of sales. In their 10-Q report filed for the three-month period ending in early
December, Albertsons showed year-over-year sales growth of 9.3 percent, and profits as a percent of sales of just 1.0
percent. Data for the Kroger Company indicates that year-over-year sales growth subsided from 11.5 percent for the threemonth period ending in May 2020 to 8.2 percent for the three-month period ending in August, and further to 6.3 percent
for the three-month period ending in November. Profits as a percent of sales fell from 3.8 percent to 3.5 percent, and
further to 2.8 percent during the same three quarterly periods. (Source: EDGAR Company Filings, U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. https://www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/ companysearch.html.
6
Supra 3
5
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Many stores incur losses in normal years
The 1- to 2-percent net profit levels cited above reflect industry averages. There is considerable
variation around these averages among individual stores, with some doing better and some doing
worse. As one indication of this variation, the 2020 Independent Grocer Financial Survey found that,
while the nationwide average profit before tax for all stores was 1.1 percent of sales in 2019, about
35 percent of the respondents reported negative net profits during the year.7 This national result is
consistent with feedback we received from California grocers, which reported that even in profitable
years, anywhere from one-sixth to one-third of their stores show negative earnings. While chain
operations can subsidize some store losses with earnings from other stores, a major mandated wage
increase would eliminate earnings for even the most profitable stores, making cross- subsidies within
supermarket chains much less feasible. As discussed below, the consequence would likely be a closure
of some unprofitable stores.

Mandated wage increases would push most stores into deficits
The grocery business is very labor intensive. Labor is the industry’s second largest cost, trailing only
the wholesale cost of the food and other items they sell. According to a benchmark study by BakerTilly, labor expenses account for 13.2 percent of gross sales of grocers nationally.8 The Independent
Grocer Survey, cited above, found that labor costs account for 15 percent of sales nationally and 18.4
percent for independent grocers in the Western region of the U.S.9
Respondents to our survey of California grocers reported that labor costs equate to 14 percent to 18
percent of sales revenues. For purposes of this analysis, we are assuming that the wage base
potentially affected by the mandated hourly pay increase is about 16 percent of annual sales.10
A mandatory $4-$5 per hour increase, applied to an average $18.00 per hour wage base, would
increase labor costs by between 22 percent and 28 percent. This would, in turn, raise the share of
sales devoted to labor costs from the current average of 16 percent up to between 19 percent and
20.5 percent of annual sales. The up-to-4.5 percent increase would be double the 2020 profit
margin reported by the industry, and three times the historical margins in the grocery industry.

Potential Impacts on Consumers, Workers and Communities
In order to survive such an increase, grocers would need to raise prices to consumers and/or find
substantial offsetting cuts to their operating expenses. As an illustration of the potential magnitude of
each of these impacts, we considered two extremes: (1) all of the higher wage costs are passed
through to consumers in the form of higher retail prices; and (2) prices are not passed forward and all
the additional costs are offset through a reduction of jobs or hours worked.

7

Supra 3
White Paper, “Grocery Benchmarks Report”, November 5, 2019, Baker Tilly Virchow Krause LLP.
9
Supra 3
10
This recognizes that not all labor costs would be affected by the hazard pay proposal. Grocers report that both in-store and
warehouse staff would receive the increase, as would supervisors and managers, although some executive and
administrative staff may not. In addition, costs for health coverage would probably not be affected, at least not immediately,
but payroll taxes and some other benefit costs would be.
8
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Higher costs passed along to consumers
Aggregate impacts. If a $5.00 per hour wage increase were imposed statewide and all of the
increase were passed along to customers in the form of higher product prices, Californians would
face a rise in food costs of $4.5 billion annually. If imposed locally, the City of Los Angeles’s $5 per
hour proposal would raise costs to its residents by $450 million annually, and the $4.00 per hour
increase in Long Beach would raise grocery costs to its residents by about $40 million annually.11
Impact on household budgets. The wage increase would add about $400 to the annual cost of food
and housing supplies for the typical family of four in California.12 While such an increase may be
absorbable in higher income households, it would hit low- and moderate-income households
especially hard. The impact would be particularly harsh for those who have experienced losses of
income and jobs due to the pandemic, or for those living on a fixed retirement income including
many seniors. For these households, the additional grocery-related expenses will make it much
more difficult to cover costs for other necessities such as rent, transportation, utilities, and
healthcare.
According to the BLS Consumer Expenditure Survey, California households with annual incomes of
up to $45,000 already spend virtually all of their income on necessities, such as food, housing,
healthcare, transportation and clothing.13 For many of these households, a $33 per month increase
in food costs would push them into a deficit.
These increases would add to the severe economic losses that many Californians have experienced
as a result of government-mandated shutdowns in response to COVID-19. According to a recent
survey by the Public Policy Institute of California, 44 percent of households with incomes under
$20,000 per year and 40 percent with incomes between $20,000 and $40,000 have reduced meals or
cut back on food to save money.14 Clearly, imposing a $4.5 billion increase in grocery prices would
make matters worse, especially for these lower-income Californians.

Higher costs are offset by job and hours-worked reductions
If grocers were not able to pass along the higher costs resulting from the additional $5/hour wage
requirement, they would be forced to cut other costs to avoid incurring financial losses.15 Given

11 Our estimates start with national U.S. Census Bureau estimates from the Annual Retail Trade Survey for 2018 (the most
current data available), which indicates that nationwide sales by grocers (excluding convenience stores) was $634 billion
in 2018. We then apportioned this national data to California as well as the cities of Los Angeles and Long Beach based on
relative populations and per-household expenditure data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey. We then updated the
2018 estimate to 2021 based on actual increases in grocery-related spending between 2018 and 2020, as reported by the
U.S. Department of Commerce, and a projection of modest growth in 2021. Our estimate is consistent with the industry
estimate of $82.9 billion for 2019 that was by IBISWorld, as adjusted for industry growth in 2020 and 2021. (See
IBISWORLD Industry Report, Supermarkets & Grocery Stores in California, Tanvi Kumar, February 2019.)
12 Capitol Matrix Consulting estimate based on U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Report, 2019.
https:// www.bls.gov/opub/reports/consumer-expenditures/2019/home.htm
13 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Survey, State-Level Expenditure Tables by Income.
https://www.bls.gov/cex/csxresearchtables.htm#stateincome.
14 “Californians and Their Well-Being”, a survey by the Public Policy Institute of California. December 2020.
https://www.ppic.org/publication/ppic-statewide-survey-californians-and-their-economic-well-being-december-2020/
15 Circumstances where stores would not be able to pass forward high costs include communities where customers are
financially squeezed by pandemic-related losses in jobs or wages, or where the increased is imposed locally and customers
are able to avoid higher prices by shifting purchases to cross-border stores.
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that labor costs are by far the largest controllable expense for stores, it is highly likely that the
wage mandates will translate into fewer store hours, fewer employee hours, and fewer jobs. For a
store with 50 full-time equivalent employees, it would take a reduction of 11 employees to offset
the increased wages, which is about a 22 percent decrease in staff/hours.
Aggregate impacts. As an illustration, if the full California grocery industry were to respond to a
statewide $5.00 wage mandate by reducing its workforce, we estimate that up to 66,000 industry
jobs would be eliminated. This is about 22 percent of the 306,000 workers in the grocery industry in
the second quarter of 2020 (the most recent quarter for which we have detailed job totals).16 If the
mandate were imposed locally in the City of Los Angeles, the impact would be about 7,000 workers,
and in the City of Long Beach (at $4.00 per hour), the impact would be about 775 jobs. Stores could
alternatively avoid job reductions by cutting hours worked by 22 percent across-the-board.
Under these circumstances, some workers receiving the wage increases would be better off, but many
others would be worse off because of reduced hours or layoffs. Customers would also be worse off
because of reduced store hours, and fewer food choices and services.
Without any external constraints imposed by the local ordinances, it is likely some combination of
higher prices and job and hour reductions would occur. Stores within some jurisdictions imposing
the mandatory wage increase might be able to raise retail prices sufficiently to cover a significant
portion of the mandated wage increase, thereby shifting the burden onto customers. However, the
degree to which this would occur would vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, depending on the
price-sensitivity of their customers and (if the mandate is imposed locally) the availability of
shopping alternatives in neighboring communities that have not imposed the wage mandate.
Of course, if the local ordinances contain provisions prohibiting stores from cutting hours, then
stores would be forced to pass costs on to consumers in the form of higher prices, or to close stores
in those jurisdictions.

Some communities would become food deserts
Many of the up-to one third of stores already incurring losses may find it impossible to raise prices or
achieve savings that are sufficient to offset the higher wage costs. For these stores, the only option
would be store closure. Indeed, a consistent theme of feedback we received from California grocer
representatives is that it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to justify continued operation
of a significant portion of their stores following a government-mandated 28-percent increase in
wages. This would leave some communities with fewer fresh food options.
According to the Propel LA: “The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines a food
desert as ‘a low-income census tract where either a substantial number or share of residents has
low access to a supermarket or large grocery store.’ There are a large number of census tracts in Los
Angeles County, including Antelope Valley and San Fernando Valley, that are considered to be food
deserts. The population of food deserts is predominantly Hispanic or Latino, followed by Black and
White, respectively.”17 The map also shows several food deserts in and around the City of Long
Beach. The hazard pay proposal would exacerbate this problem.
16 Employment Development Department. Labor Market Information Division. Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages.
https://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/qcew/cew-select.asp
17 “Food deserts in LA, an Interactive Map.” Propel LA, https://www.propel.la/portfolio-item/food-deserts-in-los-angelescounty/
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Closing even one supermarket in many neighborhoods would result in residents having to commute
significantly farther to find fresh and healthy food at reasonable prices. Tulane University studied
the impact of food deserts and concluded that while the majority of items at smaller stores are
priced higher than at supermarkets, price is a consideration in deciding where to purchase staple
foods, and transportation from a food desert to a supermarket ranges from $5 to $7 per trip.18
Thus, mandating hazard pay would likely impose significant hardships on some communities,
especially in lower-income areas. The loss of a grocery store means both fewer jobs for members of
the community and higher costs for all residents in the community, who must pay higher local prices
or incur additional time and expense to shop.

Conclusion
Hazard pay initiatives like those passed in the City of Long Beach, and proposed in the City of Los
Angeles and in other local jurisdictions, would have far-reaching and negative consequences for
businesses, employees and customers of grocery stores in the jurisdictions where levied. They
would impose an up-to-28 percent increase in labor costs on an industry that is labor-intensive and
operates on very thin profit margins. The increases would be more than double the average profit
margins for the grocery industry in 2020, and triple the margins occurring in normal years, and thus
would inevitably result in either retail price increases or major employment cutbacks by grocery
stores, or a combination of both. If the increased costs were passed forward to consumers, a typical
family of four in California would face increased food costs of $400 per year. This would intensify
financial pressures already being felt by millions of low- and moderate-income families, many of
whom are already cutting back on basic necessities like food due to COVID-19-related losses in jobs
and income. Establishments not able to recoup the costs by raising prices would be forced to reduce
store hours and associated jobs and hours worked by employees. For a significant number of stores
that are already struggling, the only option may be to shutter the store. This would be a “lose-lose”
for the community. It would mean fewer jobs with benefits, less local access to reasonably-priced
food, and more time and expense spent by customers that would have to travel greater distance to
find grocery shopping alternatives.

18 “Food Deserts in America (Infographic),” Tulane University, School of Social Work, May 10, 2018.
https://socialwork.tulane.edu/blog/food-deserts-in-america
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Benched Correspondence
Agenda Item No. 2.a
March 2, 2021
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gina Peters
City Clerk
Hazard pay
Monday, March 1, 2021 2:01:22 PM

“EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not follow guidance, click links,
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.”

Hi I just would like to inform you that we should get this payment. Everyday that I work I put my life on the line.
People bring their bags in from the out side. They are not sterile or sanitized. I am a high-risk person was preconditions . if I was to get this illness I know I would not survive .as well as my family would be in debt with my
doctors bills. Not only are we risking our health but the emotional distress that the customers put on us because we
will not bag outside bags it’s stressful they do not like it , they want us to put our lives at risk . I have to explain to
them I am a high-risk person and I’m very sorry that I cannot do this.Some of us have to save for the unknown
known health issues that may occur. As it is I wear two masks and gloves. I’m constantly sanitizing my work station
and gloves. This is a deadly virus. I know someone at Safeway who died because they caught the virus from
working with the public. Even the shot is not a guarantee that you will not catch it.
Please take this serious when you are deciding our future of well-being.
Sincerely,
Gina
A front line worker.
Sent from my i phone Gina Peters.
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Benched Correspondence
Agenda Item No. 2.a
March 2, 2021
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yolanda Torres
City Clerk
Hazard Pay For Concord Grocery Workers
Tuesday, March 2, 2021 12:52:27 PM

“EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not follow
guidance, click links, or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the
content is safe.”

On behalf of myself and fellow Safeway Workers: We've worked throughout the Pandemic
putting our lives at risk daily without any extra pay excepr for a short period. We've been in
contact with hundreds/thousands of customers over the last year never knowing if we would
be infected. We've been loyal essential workers to our Communities & should be
compensated. I've worked at my Concord store 20 years & have never felt fear of going to
work until the Pandemic. Many coworkers have suffered from anxiety & much stress
throughput the last year. I feel the least that could be done is hazard pay for all grocery
workers.  
- Dedicated Safeway worker,Concord resident 23yrs.
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